ATTEND
KEYWORDS: imagine, contemplate, depth, focus, duration, iterate,
flow, mutate, form, presence.
PROMPT:
In Zen they say: If something is boring after two minutes, try it
for four. If still boring, then eight. Then sixteen. Then thirtytwo. Eventually one discovers that it is not boring at all. John Cage
Choose a single action or gesture that produces a mark on a
surface. The surface can be anything as long as the result can be
documented.
Once in place, perform your action repeatedly for the full
duration of William Basinski’s “dlp 1.1.”1
SUPPORT:
Alan Burdick. Why Time Flies: A Mostly Scientific Investigation
(New York: Simon & Schuster, 2017) 84-86.
William Basinski, dlp 1.1, 2002. 64 mins. Spotify, YouTube
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“In the 1980s, Basinski recorded from found sound sources, shortwave radio, and delay systems, influenced by
musicians such as Steve Reich and Brian Eno. Decades later, while transferring the recordings from magnetic tape
to a more reliable digital format, Basinski found that the tape had deteriorated sufficiently that as it passed the
tape head, the ferrite detached from the plastic backing and fell off. He allowed the loops to play for extended
periods as they deteriorated further, with increasing gaps and cracks in the music. He further treated the sounds
with a spatializing reverb effect. Basinski finished the project the morning of the September 11, 2001, attacks on
the World Trade Center in New York City, and sat on the roof of his apartment building in Brooklyn with friends as
the towers collapsed. He filmed video footage of the attack's fallout during the last hour of daylight from a roof,
and the following morning he played "Disintegration Loop 1.1" as a soundtrack to the aftermath.” Wikipedia.
Source: Stubbs, David (2018). Future Sounds: The Story of Electronic Music from Stockhausen to Skrillex. London:
Faber & Faber. p. 352.

Alan Burdick. Why Time Flies: A Mostly Scientific Investigation (New York:
Simon & Schuster, 2017) 84-86. Excerpt in reference to William James.

